
HORROR FILM ROULETTE 2022 

           SUBMISSION FORM
_________ (Initial) I give Horror Film Roulette the expressed right to use my name, likeness, and 
biographical material to publicize the event. Horror Film Roulette will be given Creative Common rights to 
all material submitted to the event allowing the distribution of the film via theatre, television, web, print, and 
any other format in the future. My film may also be shown on the Horror Film Roulette YouTube library. 

_________ (Initial) I further acknowledge that I am over the age of 18 and will abide by the OFFICIAL 
RULES of the contest and realize that if I fail to do so my submission will be disqualified. 

_________ (Initial) I understand that submitting a film does NOT guarantee that it will be played at the 
Showcase Event. I understand that only the Top 25 films or less will be played at the Showcase Event, and I 
understand that my film may, or may not, be a part of that group.  

_________ (Initial) I understand that once submitted, my entry is considered its final version. I understand 
that no additional edits can be made to my submission, including edits to undo disqualification. I understand 
that all disqualifications are considered final.  

Name (please print)_____________________________________ Date: _____________  

Signature_________________________________________________________________ 

Email Address ____________________________________________________________  

Phone Number __________________________________ 

GENRE 

▢MONSTER ▢SLASHER ▢THRILLER

▢SCI-FI ▢SUPERNATURAL ▢ZOMBIE
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THE GENRES
PSYCHOLOGICAL THRILLER 
-Emphasizes the unstable or delusional psychological states of its characters.
-Relies on mental, emotional and psychological states to frighten, disturb, or unsettle the audience.
-High tension environment/situation; Provides an overall unpleasant, unsettling, or distressing
atmosphere.
-Could include sociopaths, stalkers, hallucinations, phobias, mind tricks, etc.

Examples: The Shining (1980), The Silence of the Lambs (1991), The Blair Witch Project (1999) 

SLASHER 
-Antagonist uses a sharp object to cut, torture, and kill their victims.
-Weapons could include knife, machete, axe, chainsaw, sword, claws, etc.
-Movies include large amounts of blood.

Examples: The Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974), Halloween (1978), Friday the 13th (1980) 

SCI-FI 
-Uses scientific advances or futuristic settings as a source of fear.
-Events can include invasions, experiments gone wrong, rogue technology, time travel, etc.
-Could include aliens, robots, mad scientists, rogue technology, etc.

Examples: Aliens (1986), Cloverfield (2008), The Human Centipede (2009) 

MONSTER 
-Includes a non-human creature such as vampires, werewolves, water monsters, mummies, etc.

Examples: Dracula (1931), Creature from the Black Lagoon (1954), Tremors (1990) 

SUPERNATURAL 
-Manifestations or events attributed to some force beyond scientific understanding or the laws of nature.
-Events can include hauntings, strange happenings, curses, possessions, etc.
-Could include ghosts, demons, entities, or other spirits, etc.

Examples: The Exorcist (1973), Paranormal Activity (2007) 

ZOMBIES 
-Includes the undead/corpses that are reanimated. 

Examples: Night of the Living Dead (1968), 28 Days Later (2002) 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mental_state


JUDGING CRITERIA
** Horror Film Roulette Administrators reserve the right to refuse entries that are deemed 
inappropriate, are non-complacent with the official rules, have potential to harm the HFR brand, 
or that don't reflect the spirit of the competition.** 

What disqualifies a submission? 
-Films that do not adhere to the Official Rules
-Films that are plagiarized
-Films submissions that do not include all the required forms and releases

Films will be judged based on the following criteria: 

HORROR VALUE-- How scary or disturbing was the film? How well did the film represent the 
genre of Horror? Was the movie boring, or thrilling? Was it engaging or did you find yourself 
drifting off?  

VIDEO QUALITY-- Did it look professional? Was there proper lighting and exposure? Was it in 
focus? Was it grainy?  

SOUND QUALITY-- Was the volume balanced? Could you hear the dialogue clearly? Did the 
movie sound clean or was there background noise or hissing? 

ADHERENCE TO ASSIGNED GENRE-- Did the movie portray the genre the team was given? 
Or did the team blatantly ignore it? 

STORYTELLING-- Did the movie make sense, or leave you confused? Did the story flow from 
one point to the next? Did the story feel complete? Was there a beginning, middle, and end? 
Was the film shot/edited in a way that helped tell the story?  

ORIGINALITY/CREATIVITY-- Have you seen this plot a million times or was it something new? 
Was it a twist on an old story? Did it go in a direction you weren’t expecting?  

ACTOR PERFORMANCE-- Were the performers convincing in their roles? 
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